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In Japan, the aging of equipment continues to ad-
vance and this has caused a greater need for upgrading 
equipment and systems in order to achieve safe and 
stable operations, ensure secure operation and real-
ize energy savings.  Furthermore, in overseas markets 
representative of developing nations such as China and 
Southeast Asian countries, capital investment remains 
strong and there has been a strong demand for stable 
supply of energy, safe and stable operations and secure 
operation.  Fuji Electric has based its industrial infra-
structure on the three pillars of a “stable supply of en-
ergy,” “realization of energy savings” and “provision of 
safety and security” as it aims to provide solutions for 
the overall life cycle of the equipment and facilities of 
its customers at all stages of production activities.

Substation Systems
Our substation system business makes full use of 

substation and distribution facilities and large capac-
ity power electronics devices for sectors including the 
electrical power, industrial, facility and transportation 
sectors, while we also continue to supply business solu-
tions for increasing reliability and effi ciency, as well as 
measures for the environment.  In Asia, we have imple-
mented capital participation at Tasco Corporation in 
Thailand in expectation of infrastructure expansions, 
and have also established Fuji Tusco Co., Ltd. as the 
production base of power transformers and switch-
boards.  In addition, we are focusing on strengthening 
our sales offi ces and continue to construct systems cov-
ering stages from deliver to service supply.

In the substation fi eld, we have completed the 
delivery of a unit of boosting transformer, and are in 
the process of manufacturing two units more, with a 
capacity of over 500 MVA for thermal power plants in 
Japan in order to support the stable and highly reliable 
supply of power.  Furthermore, we have also delivered 
and installed a 66 kV substation unit using a turnkey 
system for Bahrain.

In the industrial and electrical facility fi eld, we 
have developed a transformer that meets new top run-
ner standards and will commence sales of it starting 

from April 2014.  We are also actively developing pro-
posals to improve reliability through maintenance ser-
vices such as equipment diagnosis to support the aging 
of facilities.

In the industrial power fi eld, we have completed 
and delivered the world’s largest rectifi cation facilities 
for aluminum smelting facility which started manufac-
turing recently.  In similar manner, we have shipped 
out a total 10 units of “S-FORMER” transformer recti-
fi ers for the world’s largest scale petrochemical plant.

In the ground substations fi eld for railways, we 
have received orders for equipment upgrades of exist-
ing substations to ensure reliable transportation.  In 
addition to delivering these services, we have also been 
actively developing equipment that takes into consid-
eration the environment, energy savings and reduced 
maintenance such as environmentally friendly dry air 
cubicle type gas-insulated switchgear (C-GIS).

Machinery and Electric Systems
Our machinery and electric systems business sup-

plies engineering business solutions spanning all stag-
es of the equipment life cycle by optimizing the energy 
of plants and facilities based on competitive products 
and models including drive control systems, industrial 
electric heating systems, air environment systems and 
factory energy management systems (FEMSs).

In the drive control system fi eld, we have devel-
oped packages and upgrade tools for existing facilities 
that combine data collection with drive and high speed 
control functions, allowing us to support both new 
equipment and upgraded equipment for control sys-
tems.  In addition, our on-shore electrical systems are 
multi-functional power systems that implement power 
supply and power generator load tests for ships, and it 
is anticipated that these systems will also be applied to 
other fi elds in the future.

In the industrial electric heat fi eld, Fuji Electric 
(Zhuhai) Co., Ltd. has started manufacturing and mar-
keting high-capacity induction furnaces, and has de-
livered insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) power 
system equipment with a capacity of 8,000 kW.
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In the air environment fi eld, we have been develop-
ing systems that contribute to environmental improve-
ment and energy savings.  In the data center fi eld, we 
have started selling the “F-eCoMo” container-type data 
center that contributes to energy savings and short-
ened installation work periods.  In addition to this, we 
have been promoting the manufacture of a compact 
and high-performance exhaust gas purifi cation system 
compatible with SOx and PM regulations in the marine 
and ship industry.  We have delivered information ter-
minals for a rest area that display traffi c and weather 
information for the expressway in multiple languages.

In the FEMS fi eld, we have developed a cloud-
based FEMS and self-powered wireless power sensor 
that does not require wiring in order to reduce the ini-
tial investment for plants that are newly introducing 
FEMS systems.  These developments have enabled us 
to expand our infrastructure export businesses at the 
new factories of Fuji Electric Manufacturing (Thailand) 
Co., Ltd., as well as for the New Energy and Industrial 
Technology Development Organization (NEDO).

Instrumentation and Control Systems
Our instrumentation and control system busi-

ness has been incorporated in the solutions of a wide 
range of customer issues by organically integrating the 
unique equipment and technology of Fuji Electric such 
as its industrial measurement systems, controllers, 
measuring equipment and sensors, radiation moni-
toring equipment and system, power electronics, ad-
vanced control technology and service technology.

The industrial measurement system market is 
fl ourishing for both upgrading aging systems and for 

installing new systems required for new customer 
products.  When upgrading systems, we aim at utiliz-
ing existing assets and shortening the time required 
for switchover between old and new equipment.  For 
new systems, we work fl exibly to meet specifi cations 
and construction schedules.  In the future, we will offer 
a system that further improves both safety and conve-
nience.

In the fi eld of controllers, we have developed the 
“MICREX-VieW XX” supervisory control system for 
small and medium scale operations.  This product 
maintains compatibility with existing systems, while 
also achieving high operability and reliability, allow-
ing us to contribute to our customers’ safe, secure and 
stable operations.

In the measuring equipment and sensor fi eld, we 
continue to roll out products that focus on the envi-
ronment and energy.  We have also developed and are 
manufacturing industry-leading gas analyzers that uti-
lize infrared and laser systems as environmental mea-
surement application as well as ultrasonic fl owmeters, 
equipped with calorie counting functions, which are 
suitable for energy measurements.

In the radiation monitoring equipment and system 
fi eld, we have developed and started marketing per-
sonal dosimeters, high range environmental monitors, 
radiation monitoring devices for use during emergen-
cies and other devices required for recovery and recon-
struction after the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi 
Nuclear Power Station.  In the future, we plan to con-
tinue working on radiation measurement devices for 
decommissioning and intermediate storage facilities.
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Fig.1    Main transformer for the 2-1 axis at the Kawasaki Thermal 
Power Station

 Delivery of a Main Transformer for the Kawasaki Thermal Power Station of Tokyo Electric Power Company

Since 2007, Fuji Electric has sequentially delivered one 
2-1 axis main transformer as well as a series of three main 
transformers for Unit 1 at the Kawasaki Thermal Power 
Station of Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO).  We 
are also currently in the process of manufacturing main 
transformers for the 2-2 axis and 2-3 axis.  As shown in the 
Figure, the 2-1 axis main transformer has a rated voltage 
of 15.8/283.3 kV and a rated capacity of 545 MVA.  The unit 
started operations in February 2013.

By taking advantage of Fuji Electric’s Chiba Plant, which 
faces the Tokyo Bay, we have been receiving orders contin-
uously for the main transformers of the thermal power sta-
tions of Tokyo Electric Power Company in the Tokyo Bay area 
starting with the Higashiogishima Thermal Power Station in 
1990.  We have delivered a total of 29 units so far.

The main transformer for the 2-2 axis is scheduled to 
start operations in July 2016, while the one for the 2-3 axis in 
July 2017.  With these dates set before us, we are continuing 
to progress with the manufacturing and on-site construction 
work for the transformers.

Substation Systems

Fig.2  JBF 66 kV substation

 Start of Operations of the JBF 66 kV Substation for the Bahrain Electricity and Water Authority

The JBF 66 kV substation was built for the purpose of 
supplying power to a polyester plant constructed in Bahrain.  
It started operations in September 2013.  This substation was 
constructed with 66 kV gas-insulated switchgear, 11 kV met-
al clad switchgear, control and protection panels, auxiliary 
power supply equipment, telecommunication equipment, high 
and low voltage cables and others.  This project was contract-
ed as a turnkey project for handling over to the customer in a 
condition of ready for operation.  The project has progressed 
with local project offi ces taking a main role where foreign en-
gineers have worked continuously from the time of Japan AE 
Power Systems Corporation.  The project has been highly ap-
preciated by customers on account of the comprehensive ac-
tivities being carried out locally, such as the basic design of 
the substation, confi rmation of specifi cations for equipment 
and material, acquisition of quotation, arrangement of man-
power and equipment, schedule control, installation work, 
testing and a number of meetings with customers.

(a) 66 kV gas-insulated 
      switchgear

(b) 11 kV enclosed 
      switchboard

Fig.3  200 MVA transformer

 Delivery of 200 MVA Transformers at the Kimitsu Works of Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corporation

Fuji Electric has upgraded the power receiving trans-
formers at the Kimitsu Works of Nippon Steel & Sumitomo 
Metal Corporation which had worked for approximately 50 
years since the founding of the ironworks. In order to enhance 
facilities, two of the three 100 MVA transformers were up-
graded to 200 MVA transformers, and the remaining one was 
served as a standby.

Though the capacity of the transformers has been dou-
bled compared to the existing one, we streamlined on-site 
work by reusing the substruction and adopting the primary 
and secondary terminal connections same as existing ones.

Moreover, the old and new transformers were able to 
be switched without stopping supply of power to loads.  
Furthermore, using an on-load tap changing transformer 
of a vacuum valve type reduces outer dimensions, increas-
es service life, and streamlines maintenance work (purifi ca-
tion work is not needed for insulating oils) in order that life 
cycle costs may decrease. The protection system adopts a dig-
ital multifunction relay with a duplicated CPU to ensure re-
liability.
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Fig4.  “72 kV environmentally friendly C-GIS”

 “72 kV Environmentally Friendly C-GIS”

Fuji Electric has  developed the environmentally com-
patible “72 kV environmentally friendly C-GIS,” which uti-
lizes dry air that has the lowest Global Warming Potential 
(GWP= 0) as an insulating medium, while the current cubicle 
type gas-insulated switchgear (C-GIS) utilizes SF6 gas as an 
insulating medium. The main features are as follows:
(1) It realizes dry air insulation without SF6 gas (0.2 MPaG 

or less).
(2) It employs a composite insulation and ensures insulation 

performance via techniques such as surface fi nishing.
(3) Its panel confi guration and dimensions are at the same 

level as the current C-GIS.
(4) The main ratings are as follows:

(a) Rated voltage and current:  72 kV 800/1,200 A
(b) Rated frequency:  50/60 Hz
(c) Rated short-time allowable current  25/31.5 kA
(d) Withstand voltage:  power frequency/lightning impulse:  

140/350 kV

VCB

Substation Systems

Fig.5  Regenerative energy storage system

 Upgrade of the Kitatatsumi Substation on Line No. 5 of the Express Electric Tramway of the Osaka Municipal Transportation Bureau

Fuji Electric has completed the work for upgrading ex-
isting facilities and installing new facilities:  the work for re-
placing aging power equipment used for electric trains; the 
work for providing power supply equipment and regenerative 
power storage equipment for station buildings.  The main fa-
cilities include 24 kV gas-insulated switchgear, electric rail-
way rectifi ers, regenerative energy storage systems and DC 
1.5 kV and AC 7.2 kV switchgear. The main features are as 
follows:
(1) By applying a 24 kV dry air insulated C-GIS and a pu-

rifi ed water boiling/cooling type silicon rectifi er, we have 
aimed at increased space savings, reduced maintenance 
and high reliability.

(2) Harmonic suppression measures have been achieved via 
12 pulses technique of the electric railway rectifi er.

(3) By applying large-capacity nickel-hydrogen batteries as a 
regenerative energy storage system and by storing regen-
erative power generated through the regenerative brak-
ing of electric trains, the amount of power used for electric 
trains has been reduced.

Fig.6  “S-FORMER”

 Shipment of “S-FORMER” Rectifi er Units for Sadara Chemical Company in Saudi Arabia

Fuji Electric has shipped out ten “S-FORMER” rectifi -
er units for Sadara Chemical Company, which is currently 
constructing the world’s largest petrochemical plant in Saudi 
Arabia.

Since the local climate is extremely hot and the environ-
ment is very harsh on equipment, It is necessary to assess the 
local heat area that is induced by large current before recti-
fi er manufacturing.  We have conducted 3D electromagnetic 
fi eld analysis as a countermeasure against local heat to ob-
tain the optimal design of this unit.
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Fig.7  Representative degradation diagnosis devices

 Degradation Diagnosis Technology for Electrical Equipment

Electrical equipment plays a role in supporting the sup-
ply electrical power to and stable operations of infrastruc-
ture, factories and buildings.  Fuji Electric has developed its 
own original degradation diagnosis devices to forecast equip-
ment failure, and this enables us to propose safe and econom-
ical maintenance and upgrade plans.
(1) Diagnosis device for rotating machines “ROPAS”

This device measures the frame electric potential and 
zero-phase current of rotating machines, and diagnoses the 
insulation degradation from the detected partial discharge 
(PD) patterns.
(2) Diagnosis device for molded transformers “Molmos”

This device evaluates molded resin degradation via a 
unique optical sensor, and diagnoses the remaining life of the 
equipment by using a resin database.
(3) Diagnosis device for switchboards “Copas”

By making continuous measurements of the acoustic 
waves in the board and the ground current, this device deter-
mines the existence of PD generation in high humidity time 
zones to diagnose insulation abnormalities.

(a) “ROPAS” (b) “Molmos” (c) “Copas”

(Sensor) (Sensor)

(Sensor)

(Main unit) (Main unit) (Main unit)

Substation Systems

Fig.8    Upgrade example of a control system that applies upgrade 
tools

 Expansion of Upgrade Tools for Existing Control Systems

Fuji Electric has developed the following lineup as up-
grade tools for the existing control systems for steel plants 
and other factories.
(1) Retro fi t board (RF board) connecting new PLCs with ex-

isting PLCs and HMIs delivered from 1980 to the early 
1990s

(2) T-link interface module capable of connecting the I/O for 
the latest PLCs to existing PLCs

(3) Relay transmitters capable of connecting new PLCs with 
existing DDCs (thyristor Leonard systems and inverters)
These devices make partial upgrades possible for large-

scale equipment and facilities that are diffi cult for bulk up-
grades, such as the continuous annealing line (CAL) and the 
continuous galvanizing line (CGL).

Existing 
DDC

New 
PLC

PLC for 
new 
HMI

Relay transmitter
Existing 
PLC

PLC for 
existing 
HMI

Existing 
HMI

New HMI

Current loop 
or D-lineT-link

DPCS→PE-link

RF board

T-link interface module 
capable of connecting to 
existing equipment and I/O 
for the latest PLC 
(I/O usable after PLC 
upgrade)
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Fig.9  Container for outdoor use

 Multi-Functional On-Shore Power System for Ships and Vessels

Fuji Electric has developed a multi-functional on-shore 
power system for use at shipyards equipped with load testing 
functions for the on-board power generators and the power 
supply functions for on-board power systems.  Main electrical 
products such as power converters and control equipment are 
stored in containers for use outdoors and connect to on-board 
power systems and commercial (on-shore) power systems us-
ing transformers and switchboards. The main features are 
as follows:
(1) Capacity:  5,000 kVA (one container:  1,667 kVA)
(2) Container dimensions and mass:  W7,400×D2,600×H3,200 

(mm), and mass is about 21 tons.
(3) It can supply power to on-board power systems from com-

mercial power systems.
(4) It is capable of load testing for on-board power generators 

via power regeneration or load resistor, and load patterns 
can be set arbitrarily.

(5) It is capable of automatic synchronization and connection 
to commercial power systems or on-board power systems.

(6) It is capable of suppressing commercial power system dis-
turbances at the time of on-board power system change.
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Fig.10  System confi guration

 Electrical Equipment for Aluminum Material Surface Treatment Process Lines

Fuji Electric has delivered electrical equipment for alu-
minum material surface treatment process lines at a compa-
ny in Thailand.  The equipment utilizes the latest process 
line control system and it was designed to achieve high-speed 
and high-precision, while improving maintainability. The 
main features are as follows:
(1) It was constructed with a network using “SX-Net,” while 

applying “FRENIC-VG” (VGM mode) to the inverter and 
applying the “SPH3000MG” to inverter control controllers 
(DMC) and controllers that control each section.

(2) DMC controls up to 64 inverters via a single unit.  Remote 
monitoring and operation of DMC is possible via Ethernet 
from the loader PC.

(3) The “f(s) NISDAS7” software on the SX-Net makes it pos-
sible to have high-speed collection of thousands of plant 
data (1,024 words/ms).
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Fig.11  Upgrade of bar and wire rod mill electrical equipment

 Upgrade of Bar and Wire Rod Mill Electrical Equipment for Ege Çelik in Turkey

Fuji Electric delivered the equipment 20 years ago, and 
performed a complete upgrade of the decrepit bar and wire 
rod mill electrical equipment by doing 2 times of revamping 
and commissioning.  During Step 1, we upgraded 4 drives 
and control equipment over 4 days, and during Step 2, we 
completed the upgrade of 40 drives and control equipment 
during a 35 day period, and thereafter performed a vertical 
start-up.  We completed all of the equipment upgrades while 
maintaining continuous operations of either of the bar or wire 
rod lines.  The upgrade work was characterized as following:
(1) We upgraded the thyristor converter and drive con-

trol equipment “LEONIC-M400” with the latest models 
“LEONIC-M700” and “LEONIC-M Compact”

(2) We upgraded the PLC “HDC-500” and “MICREX-F” with 
the latest model “MICREX-SX”

(3) We added the latest control functions for the bar and wire 
rod equipment

(4) We newly installed a “MONITOUCH” as an HMI

LEONIC-M400 LEONIC-M Compact
○Unit-type DC motor controller
○All-digital control
○Capacity series: 220 V; 27, 45, 75 kW　
　　　　　　440 V; 55, 90, 150 kW

LEONIC-M700
○Thyristor controller for DC machines exceeding 
　150 kW (panel type)
○All-digital control
○Capacity series: 440 V; up to 1,056 kW
　　　　　　750 V; up to 2,250 kW
　　　　　　1,100 V; up to 3,300 kW
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Fig.12  “F-eCoMo”

 Container-Type Data Center “F-eCoMo”

IT innovation and cloud computing have spread rapidly 
over the past several years, and this has created an increas-
ing demand for small start, stepwise equipment expansion 
and speedy construction of data centers.

Fuji Electric has responded to these needs through the 
development of the container-type data center “F-eCoMo” en-
abling on-demand response.  The main features are as fol-
lows:
(1) We achieved a more compact data center via standard de-

sign based on 20-feet container
(2) Energy saving operation is possible through use of an in-

direct outside air conditioner that utilizes outside air en-
ergy.

(3) Investment optimization is possible through stepwise 
equipment expansion to meet the increased load demands 
of server and IT equipment loads.

(a) “F-eCoMo”

(b) “F-eCoMo” power supply container expansion
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Fig.13  Selection-type monitor

 Delivery of Information Terminals for Rest Areas on the Tomei Expressway

Fuji Electric has delivered information terminals for 
Central Nippon Expressway Company Limited (NEXCO-
Central).  The terminals have been installed at rest areas, 
such as service areas and parking areas and provide ex-
pressway users with useful information by displaying traf-
fi c and weather information in multiple languages (Japanese, 
English, Korean and Chinese).

The terminal consists of an apparatus housing rack that 
houses the control unit, as well as a selection-type monitor 
that combines both a broadcast monitor for displaying infor-
mation and touch panel operation function.  The selection-
type monitor usually displays information only, but since it is 
also equipped with motion detectors, it automatically switch-
es over to the selection-type screen when a monitor detects 
that a user is approaching.  Furthermore, the terminals pro-
vide URL information to Felica equipped mobile phones, and 
since they are linked to the earthquake early warning sys-
tem, they are also capable of displaying instant earthquake 
alert information.

Machinery and Electric Systems

Fig.14  Exterior of new factory and cloud-based FEMS image

 Introduction of Global Cloud-Based FEMS System

Fuji Electric has introduced a global cloud-based FEMS 
system at the new factory of Fuji Electric Manufacturing 
(Thailand) Co., Ltd. and commenced operations in March 
2014.

This system makes use of a cloud-based EMS installed in 
a data center located in Japan to collect various types of data 
including energy consumption data, photovoltaic power gen-
eration data and air conditioning control data for the factory.  
The system adopts an Internet-based Web environment that 
provides analysis support services and monitoring services 
of energy supply and demand situations.  This system is com-
patible with multiple languages.  It displays local information 
in English, while also allowing users of relevant departments 
in Japan to view the information in Japanese.

In the future, we plan to utilize to expand our EMS sales 
activities in Thailand by introducing actual applications of 
the system to our customers.

(a) Exterior of new factory

(b) Cloud-based FEMS image
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Fig.15  Overview of the NEDO Indonesia Demonstration Project

 NEDO Indonesia Demonstration Project

Fuji Electric has received a commission from the New 
Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization 
(NEDO) to work on a joint project with Sumitomo Corporation, 
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation and NTT Communications 
Corporation, and we are currently implementing smart com-
munity demonstration projects in Indonesia.  We are carrying 
out demonstration tests for power stabilization, energy sav-
ings and construction of an information communication plat-
form in the Suryacipta City of Industry as we aim to adopt a 
business model that utilizes the advantages of Japanese tech-
nology, while also working in combination with it to export 
infrastructure overseas.

Fuji Electric has introduced a cloud-based FEMS that 
achieves energy and cost savings, as well as visualizes ener-
gy usage situations in the factory, while also incorporating a 
distribution automation system for early stage automatic re-
covery during power failures and a high-quality power supply 
system that protects important facilities from troubles such 
as power failure and instantaneous voltage drop by using a 
large-capacity UPS.
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Fig.16    Installation and control of the milk (cow’s milk) manufactur-
ing line

 Instrumentation and Control System for Food Industry

In the food industry, there has been high demand for a 
low cost, small and medium scale monitoring control system.  
When installing control equipment at sites with dense pip-
ing, one important issue is the wiring saving of power supply 
and signal lines.

Fuji Electric has resolved this issue based on its accu-
mulated know-how by using a control system for the food in-
dustry, and has developed and delivered an automatic control 
system for the milk (cow’s milk) manufacturing line of the 
Chino Factory of Yatsugatake Milk Co., Ltd. via Nichiraku 
Machinery Co., Ltd. The main features are as follows:
(1) It controls about 200 solenoid valves.
(2) In order to achieve a small scale and low cost system, the 

“MICREX-SX” was adopted for the control system and the 
“MONITOUCH” for the monitoring equipment, while an 
AS-Interface device was employed for reducing the wiring 
in the system.

(3) It is capable of being utilized at small scale plants such as 
those in the food industry.

Control objects 
(surge tanks and 
solenoid valves)

Control
panel

Monitoring 
panel

Instrumentation and Control Systems

Fig.17  Combustion safety system controller

 Instrumentation and Control System for Iron and Steel Industry

In recent years, efforts for safety have been progressing 
worldwide, and in Japan, safety regulations (JIS B8415) for 
industrial furnaces were revised in 2008.  Fuji Electric is 
working to strengthen these efforts and has delivered many 
safety systems to steel plants.  The “MICREX-NX” combus-
tion safety system has the following features:
(1) The controller has received SIL3 certifi cation and is com-

patible with various safety standards.  Furthermore, it 
makes it possible to install both normal control and safety 
control functions together in the same controller.

(2) By implementing our application package lineup for build-
ing a combustion shutoff circuit and by integrating com-
bustion control and combustion safety via the creation of 
software for a circuit that had been conventionally built 
using hardware, we have enabled to construct a compact, 
highly reliable and safe system.

Fig.18  Akashi Clean Center central control room

 Instrumentation and Control System for Waste Disposal Plant

Recycling by collecting sorted waste has been advancing 
in recent years, and as a result, incineration waste emissions 
are declining and the creation of new facilities is reducing.  
On the other hand, facilities built in early 2000 for imple-
menting the “Law Concerning Special Measures against 
Dioxins” have already been operating for 14 years now and 
are in need of more stability.  In order to maintain and stabi-
lize the functional operations for aging incineration facilities 
in each municipality, upgrading work for core facility distrib-
uted control systems (DCS) has been steadily ongoing.

At the Akashi Clean Center, a comprehensive upgrade 
of the instrumentation and control systems including moni-
tor switching control systems was made during non-opera-
tion period of the facility in November 2013.  Safety has been 
prioritized while reducing the time of the replacing by reus-
ing the boards, housing and external cables of existing equip-
ment, and we have achieved a trouble-free upgrade and start-
up that contributes greatly to the stable operations of the 
facility. 
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Fig.19  “SX bus I/O”

 Board-Type “SX Bus I/O”

In recent years, controllers (PLC) for small and medium 
sized machine control devices have become more widespread 
in popularity as they have become more high-performance, 
compact and low-cost.  Fuji Electric has developed the board-
type “SX bus I/O” for meeting the compact, wire-reducing and 
distributed demands of PLC. The main features are as fol-
lows:
(1) A single board has achieved compactness through being 

equipped with a power supply, base board and digital in-
put/output mixed 64-point module.

(2) Since direct connection to Fuji Electric’s main bus “SX 
bus” is allowed, it is possible to implement high-speed I/O 
refresh that synchronizes the control operations of PLC.

(3) SX bus T-branch connection and repeater functions, which 
are the standard functions of the “MICREX-SX” remote 
I/O, can also be utilized.  By employing these, distributed 
installation of I/O can be implemented easily.

Instrumentation and Control Systems

Fig.21  Engineering via safety matrix

 “MICREX-NX” Function Enhancement Related to Solutions for Chemical Field

In order to reduce the risk of major accidents at chemi-
cal plants, the reconstruction of safety systems has been pro-
posed and there is increasing demand for improved visibility 
of monitoring screens and advanced control functions.  Fuji 
Electric has added new control functions to its information 
and process control system “MICREX-NX” to meet these de-
mands. The main features are as follows:
(1) Advanced process screen module

This module reduces human error during operation and 
supports safe operations.
(2) Advanced process control template

This template easily materializes advanced control func-
tions such as advanced model predictions, as well as contrib-
utes to improving process value stabilization and product 
quality.
(3) Safety matrix

Safety instrumentation software can easily be created in 
a tabular format.

Vertical axis 
columns: 
Definition of 
output signal 
(result)

Cross section columns: 
Definition of safety 
logic operating 
conditions

Horizontal axis rows: 
Definition of abnormal 
state (cause)

Fig.20  Example of “MICREX-NX” V8.0 plant screen

 Information and Process Control System “MICREX-NX”

In recent years, control systems have been required to 
meet technological innovation, and also to incorporate safe-
ty and security measures.  Fuji Electric has launched the 
new version V8.0 of the information and process control sys-
tem “MICREX-NX” onto the market .This new version con-
tributes to the realization of stable operation and improved 
equipment safety.  The main features are as follows:
(1) Compatible with wide screens and Windows 7 64-bit ver-

sion
(2) Improving visibility and operability of plant screens
(3) Achieving alarm management compliant with interna-

tional standards
(4) Achieving a high security system construction via the uti-

lization of components that have acquired Achilles certi-
fi cation*

(5) Anti-virus via whitelisting technology
*  Achilles certifi cation:  A type of international third-party certifi cation 

for certifying the robustness of security for control systems
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Fig.23  Compatibility with new model and new functions

 New Functions of “HEART” Engineering Tool Reference: FUJI ELECTRIC REVIEW 2014, vol. 60, no. 1, p. 38

Fuji Electric developed and has been operating “HEART” 
as a unit capable of automatically generating control soft-
ware from control function specifi cations.  “HEART” is an 
engineering tool that achieves high quality engineering with 
high effi ciency.  We have improved its operability and made 
it applicable to the new monitoring control system “MICREX-
VieW XX.” The main features are as follows:
(1) Highly effi cient large-scale editing and management func-

tions via label lists
The functions such as engineering without being con-

scious of addresses and signal defi nitions with drag-and-drop 
operation provide easy operation.
(2) Componentization of functions for multiple reuse and com-

ponent calling functions
The system achieves effi cient creation of the same func-

tion as the function used before as well as simple and easy-
to-read specifi cation documents. Furthermore, the interior 
of the components can be also monitored on the specifi cation 
documents in the same manner as conventional models.

○List management via label lists
○Drag-and-drop to points of use

Component-
ization

New model XCS-3000

MICREX-NX

Conventional models

MICREX-SX

Jupiter

ACS-250

ACS-2000

+

Use in 
another 
sheet

XX 
control

XX control

New function label list

New function componentization

Compatibility with 
new model

Fig.22  Variable name selection screen

 New Functions of Package Software Supporting Data Collection and Analysis

Fuji Electric has started selling the “f(s) NISDAS7” pack-
age software supporting data collection and analysis in order 
to meet the need of stabilization of facility operations, high ef-
fi ciency operations and preventive maintenance.  We have en-
hanced the functionality as follows in order to improve conve-
nience and expand applicability.
(1) It is now possible to use variable names for both global and 

local variables in order to collect data.  Variable names are 
defi ned by “SX-Programmer” programming support tool 
compliant with the international standard IEC 61131-3.

(2) SX-Programmer Standard tag fi le reading functionality 
was added to the conventional SX address assignments 
collection function.

(3) The integrated controller “SPH3000MM” and 
“SPH3000MG” were added to the applicable models.

Instrumentation and Control Systems

Fig.24  “ZSS”

 Laser Gas Analyzer for Two-Element (CO+O2) Measurements “ZSS”

Fuji Electric has developed the world’s fi rst laser gas an-
alyzer capable of simultaneous measurement of the two ele-
ments CO and O2 by incorporating two laser devices in a sin-
gle analyzer.  By adopting this product, customers will enjoy 
signifi cant benefi ts since the unit reduces installation costs 
and facilitates easy maintenance.  The following three main 
types are applicable to dust of less than or equal to 10 g/m3 
for utilization in combustion control and infl ammable gas re-
covery.
(1) ppmCO + combustion control O2 (for combustion control)

Application temperature:  400ºC to 1,200ºC;  purge gas:  
air
(2) ppmCO +high dust O2 (for combustion control)

Application temperature:  1,200ºC or lower;  purge gas:  
nitrogen
(3) vol%CO + low output O2 (for infl ammable gas recovery)

Application temperature:  300ºC or lower;  purge gas:  ni-
trogen
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 Next-Generation Global Standard Temperature Controller “PXF Series”

Fuji Electric’s temperature controllers, particularly the 
“PXR Series” which is characterized by its high-quality and 
reasonable price, has gained a good reputation with a total of 
more than 3 million units being sold worldwide.  Currently, 
we are developing the “PXF Series” next-generation global 
standard temperature controller to be more compact and en-
hanced with greater functionality and performance.  We are 
planning to commence sales during FY2014.   The main fea-
tures are as follows:
(1) Excellent visibility via a bright and wide-viewing-angle 

color LCD
(2) High-speed sampling with 50 ms,   universal input and 

high-precision PV input of ±0.3%
(3) Ultra short depth of 58 mm
(4) Equipped with simple power measurement functions 

(standard) to improve energy effi ciency and a 100 A cur-
rent monitor function (optional)

Fig.26  “PXF Series”

Fig.27  “KN-95”

 Residential Fire (Smoke Type), Gas and CO Alarm “KN-95”

Fuji Electric started marketing in July 2014 a residential 
fi re (smoke type), gas and CO alarm certifi ed by the Minister 
for Internal Affairs and Communications, based on the re-
vision to the Fire Service Act and compliant to the new in-
spection regulations of the Japan Fire Equipment Inspection 
Institute. The main features are as follows:
(1) The product has a slim design of 41 mm thickness.
(2) Low power consumption of 0.5 W while monitoring.
(3) The sweep sound makes an alarm call easy to recognize 

even by seniors.
(4) The wide display of the fi re alarm helps increase the dis-

crimination from the gas alarm and increase the visibili-
ty of the fi re alarm.

(5) The automatic initialization check function makes it un-
necessary to do a gas check when installing the alarm 
unit.

(6) The unit reduces false alarms via new logic alarm deter-
mination and a fi ne mesh structure.

Fig.25    Example of installation in converter gas recovery equip-
ment (OG)

 Laser Gas Analyzer for Improving Converter Gas Recovery Effi ciency

A converter performs decarburization by blowing oxygen 
into a furnace.  The CO gas that is generated at this time is 
recovered as fuel for steel plant facility.  Equipment for re-
covery is called converter gas recovery equipment (OG equip-
ment) and a CO meter is installed for fuel-use calorie mea-
surements and an O2 meter for explosion prevention.  Gas 
concentration measurements in OG equipment are conven-
tionally performed by sampling-based analytical devices, but 
this method has problems in that the response time is slow 
and daily maintenance needs to be carried out by a techni-
cian.

Laser gas analyzer based gas concentration measure-
ment has the following features:
(1) It has a high-speed response time of about 2 seconds, and 

it is capable of increasing the amount of gas recovered.
(2) Maintenance costs can be reduced since the unit does not 

require daily maintenance.
(3) It performs continuous measurements not based on sam-

pling and can collect data useful for improving the gas re-
covery process.

Wet dust 
removal machine

Spraying water

Furnace 
pressure 
control

Refrig-
erating 
machine Release 

valve

Induced 
draft fanDrain-

age
Drain-
ageConverter 

furnace
Converter 

furnace

Water-sealed 
check valve

Converter 
gas holder

Laser type O2 meterLaser type CO/CO2, O2 meter

Sampling type 
CO, CO2, O2, H2 meter

Diffusion/recovery 
valve
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Fig.28  Vibration sensor

 Enhancement of Vibration Sensor Reference: FUJI ELECTRIC REVIEW 2014, vol. 60, no. 1, p. 54

Fuji Electric applied its MEMS technology in FY2012 to 
develop and commence sales of a vibration sensor that can 
measure acceleration with high sensitivity.  The vibration 
sensor was developed to support the health diagnostics of 
structures and this has positioned its use in diverse number 
of fi elds since its launch on the market.

We have currently enhanced the measurement range to 
expand its applicability.  It can be expected that these en-
hancements will contribute to more safety and security in 
society.  We have aimed to contribute to a broader range of 
social infrastructure, which includes bridges and roads in ad-
dition to the conventional application focused on buildings.  
The main features are as follows:
(1) Acceleration measurement range:  ± 2.0 G (Conventional 

products:  ±1.5 G)
(2) Resolution:  X-Y axis 0.02 Gal*, Z axis 0.07 Gal
(3) Frequency range:  0.1 to 50 Hz
* Gal:  Unit of acceleration where 1 Gal = 0.01 m/s2

Instrumentation and Control Systems

Fig.29    Example of the confi guration of structural health monitor-
ing system

 Health Monitoring System for Building Structures Reference: FUJI ELECTRIC REVIEW 2014, vol. 60, no. 1, p. 54

By using a vibration sensor that applies MEMS, Fuji 
Electric has commercialized, through joint development with 
Toda Corporation, a monitoring system for diagnosing the 
structural performance of buildings.  By using a vibration 
sensor that applies MEMS instead of a servo accelerometer, 
it has been possible to construct a low cost system.  Based 
on the acceleration response measured during an earth-
quake by multiple vibration sensors installed in a building, 
it makes possible to carry out primary diagnosis shortly af-
ter the earthquake to determine if the building is healthy or 
not.  This system enables building users and administrators 
to make an initial response based on actual measurement 
data.  The main functions are as follows:
(1) It displays information such as building seismic intensity 

on sensor installed fl oors, maximum acceleration distribu-
tion of all fl oors and estimation results of maximum inter-
stories deformation angle distribution, as well as primary 
diagnostic results.

(2) It supports linkage with a broadcast system to perform 
broadcasting to entire building.

PoE hubVibration 
sensor

Vibration 
recorder

PC



＊  All brand names and product names in this journal might be trademarks 
or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
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